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Enriching Environments

About us
Based in Leicester in the UK, SPC is a British
manufacturer specialising in supplying heating
and cooling solutions.
Founded over 30 years ago, we present a
portfolio that includes a range of products
in the following categories:
• Heating and cooling coils
• Fan convectors
• Trench heaters
• Radiant heating and cooling
• Air curtains
• Heat pipes.
As well as products, we also offer:
• Active BIM objects that are linked to
product selection programs
• Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) courses
• Free self-selection software packages.

We pride ourselves on enriching environments
that people live, interact, learn or work in,
whether they’re in the public or private sector,
and understand that every step of the project
process is crucial.
From the beginning of a project through to
the delivery of the goods, here at SPC, we offer
support to our customers and always aim to
provide a professional and friendly service.
We understand the difference an improved
environment can make and aim to provide
the best possible solution for our customers.
SPC operates internationally too:
• We have a sales and manufacturing base in
the UAE with surrounding offices in Saudi
Arabia and India
• We also cover the market in South East Asia
with a manufacturing facility in China and a
sales and export office in Hong Kong.

“We offer the best possible
solution for our customers
and always aim to provide a
professional and friendly service.”
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Heating and cooling coils
Our heat exchanger coils are used whenever there
is a need to heat, cool, or dehumidify the air – they
are also used to recover heat.
Coils are found in ductwork and central plants
in a variety of environments including hospitals,
shopping centres, offices and laboratories. They
also play a key part within industrial processes
such as blast freezing, drying and material
temperature control.
We offer a range of coil options that can be
optimised to your needs:
Water coils transfer heat energy between water
and air as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Heating coils transfer energy from hot water to
a stream of air and cooling coils extract energy
from an air stream and add it to cold water.
Casing options: economy, standard, enclosed
and unitary.
Steam coils are heat exchangers that transfer
heat energy from steam to air as efficiently as
possible. The heat energy comes from the latent
heat of vapourisation of the steam as it changes
phase from vapour to condensate.
Casing options: standard, enclosed and unitary.

Refrigerant coils transfer heat energy between
the refrigerant and the air as quickly and efficiently
as possible. Condenser coils transfer heat from the
refrigerant to air as the refrigerant changes phase
from vapour to liquid. DX evaporator coils transfer
heat from the air into the refrigerant as it changes
phase from liquid to vapour.
Casing options: standard, enclosed and unitary.
Run-around coils are self-contained heat
recovery systems that consist of a matched pair
of coil heat exchangers. The two coils are piped
together in a continuous loop through which the
heat-exchange medium (water or a water/antifreeze mix) flows. A reclaim pump pack ensures
that the medium flows between the two coils at the
prescribed rate against the total system resistance.
Casing options: standard, enclosed and unitary.
Also available: electric heater batteries, reclaim
pump packs, a replacement design and manufacture
service, Blygold coil protection, free site surveys and
SPC2000 coil selection software.

For more information about our heating and
cooling coils and to download the product brochure
and BIM objects please visit spc-hvac.co.uk
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Fan convectors
Belgravia fan convectors are proven to be the
simplest and most cost-effective way to bring a room
up to temperature quickly. Rapidly distributing heat
throughout a room, they are much more responsive
than underfloor heating and occupy much less wall
space than a radiator of equivalent output.
With minimal maintenance requirements, fan
convectors are widely used in schools, libraries,
churches and offices.
Belgravia fan convectors are available in a
range of styles and configurations to meet the
requirements of most environments and most
operating conditions:
• Exposed/cased
• Recessed/concealed
• Low level floor/wall installation
• Horizontal for ceiling installation
• High level wall-mounted installation
which blows air down.
All of our fan convectors use energy efficient
ECDC fan motors which reduce running costs,
saving users £00s over a unit’s lifetime.

Belgravia fan convectors are available in
a number of forms, including Low Surface
Temperature (LST) units, fresh air units and
units suitable for use with condensing boilers
and heat pumps:

Belgravia Classic

The traditional design of the Classic is available
in many configurations and sizes.
It provides up to 15kW heat output at standard
operating conditions.

Belgravia Supreme

A rounded design, the Supreme has no sharp
corners and can be found in environments where
safety, appearance and robustness are imperative.
Provides up to 15kW heat output at standard
operating conditions.

Belgravia Tile Vector

This ceiling cassette heater (measuring 210mm
high) fits within a standard suspended ceiling
grid. Whether LPHW or electric heated, its air
flow means it has the ability to bring immediate
warmth to those below.
Provides up to 9kW heat output at standard
operating conditions.

For more information about our fan convectors
and to download the product brochure and BIM
objects please visit spc-hvac.co.uk
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Trench heaters
Typically used in rooms with large areas of
floor to ceiling glazing, SPC’s high output
natural trench heating is the perfect solution
for reducing condensation and draughts.
Independently tested with a high output, our trench heating range is extensive,
offering a variety of heights, widths, lengths and finishes to fit your needs.
Thoughtfully constructed to ensure the easiest installation possible,
features include:
• A cover plate that hides connections and protects against dirt
• Height adjustable feet and telescopic supports
• Architectural grilles in a range of colours
• Edging trim that matches the finish and colour of the grille.

For more information about our trench heaters
and to download the product brochure and BIM
objects please visit spc-hvac.co.uk
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Radiant heating
and cooling
Radiant heating and
cooling panels are the
simplest and most costeffective way to bring a
room up to temperature.
Available in a number of styles, these panels
can be tailored to fit your environmental
needs. Frequently used in offices, hospitals
and schools, SPC’s radiant range requires little
to no maintenance, with all products featuring
wipe-clean surfaces.
ThermaTile Plus radiant heating panels
radiate heat from their surface to directly warm
room surfaces and the room’s occupants.

ThermaSail radiant conditioning sails
absorb radiant heat from both room surfaces
and the people within that room. Free-hanging,
they provide additional convective cooling.
Shaped, sized and coloured to suit your
environment, ThermaSails can be perforated for
sound absorption, making them perfect for office
and educational environments.
ThermaBeam radiant conditioning beams
are the most unique of our radiant panel range
as a 3-in-1 product:
• High performance radiant/convective beam
uses higher water temperatures of between
15-18 degrees
•E
 nergy efficient radiant/convective heating sail
uses lower water temperatures of 30-40 degrees
• Acoustic sound raft proves ideal in environments
such as conference halls, meeting rooms
and offices.

Manufactured to easily fit into a standard suspended
ceiling grid, the ThermaTile Plus is flexible as it can
also be fitted into plasterboard ceilings, angled on
walls, and freely suspend from soffits.

“SPC’s radiant panels
are maintenance
free.”

For more information about radiant heating and
cooling and to download the product brochure
and BIM objects please visit spc-hvac.co.uk
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Air curtains
The ideal way to counteract cold draughts flowing into
your building and warm air escaping to the outside, the
stylish Airdor Elite provides powerful overhead heating
to enhance comfort and save energy.
A flexible product with a wide range of options,
our air curtains are aesthetic, versatile, and easy
to maintain.
Tailor the air curtain to suit your requirements:

Installation options

This unit can be installed over the doorway:
• Vertically or horizontally
• Wall or ceiling mounted
• Exposed or concealed.

Heating options

Our LPHW air curtains provide air volumes of up
to 640l/s and at standard operating conditions,
can deliver up to 16kW.
Electric heated units provide up to 18kW of heat
using three phase power. When using single phase
power, the unit delivers up to 6kW of heat.

Control options

Choose from thermostats or switches to control
your air curtain.

For more information about our air curtains
and to download the product brochure and
BIM objects please visit spc-hvac.co.uk
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Heat pipes
With the ability to transfer heat several thousand
times faster than a copper rod, it is no wonder that
heat pipes are the most effective way to transfer heat.
We supply two types of heat pipes; heat pipes for heat recovery and heat pipes for dehumidification.
Energy-efficient thermal superconductors with no moving parts, our heat pipes are able to easily
transfer heat energy across small temperate gradients. Whilst we usually charge the pipes with
refrigerants such as R134A, we now also offer water as an alternative in our latest heat pipe models.

Heat pipes for heat recovery
Wherever air is mechanically supplied and
removed there’s an opportunity to install an
energy-saving heat pipe.

Heat energy in waste air is valuable and with a
heat pipe, you can recover most of it for free.
The principle is simple: the heat pipe extracts the
heat from the waste air stream and adds it to the
incoming stream instead. The effectiveness of this
process can be as high as 75 percent with minimal
set-up and running costs.
These heat pipes are often used in public buildings
such as educational establishments, hospitals,
swimming pools and supermarkets.

Heat pipes for
dehumidification
These wrap-around heat pipes enhance the
performance of dehumidifiers and improve the
quality of the air when applied to HVAC. They can
also double the amount of moisture removed by
an air conditioner’s cooling coil depending on
the conditions of the environment.
Heat pipes are available in two options:
• Water heat pipes – available at commercial prices,
these heat pipes use water rather than refrigerant
as their working fluid
• Refrigerant heat pipes – a popular choice that has
been used for many years, these pipes provide
significant energy saving benefits.

“We also offer heat pipe selection software which
helps make choosing the right heat pipe for your
environment easier.”

For more information about our heat pipes and to
download the product brochure and BIM objects
please visit spc-hvac.co.uk
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Accreditation, courses and
self-selection software
We understand that there is more to enriching
the environment you create than simply offering
a physical product or solution, which is why we
offer a range of support through our sales team,
courses, and easy-access self-selection software.
Self-selection software

We offer self-selection software to help
make the HVAC specifier’s job much easier:
• SPC2000 single coil selection (BIM enabled) speeds
up the selection of water, steam and refrigerant
coils, and lets you know the size of the optimum
heat exchanger for your design data
• Heat pipe selection software helps make choosing
the right heat pipe for your environment easier.

Active BIM objects

We have taken our building information modelling
(BIM) one stage further and have linked them to
product selection programs which give project
level data within the objects.
We currently provide an award-nominated
presentation that lasts for 35-45 minutes and
demonstrates the creation of Active BIM objects and
how they can be best utilised within a BIM model.

Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) courses
Committed to training and broadening the
knowledge of engineers, we offer a range of
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
courses and presentations.
Registered as a CPD provider since 1997,
we are accredited by CIBSE and RIBA.

We offer the following CPD approved
presentations:
CIBSE accredited
• Heat pipes
• Radiant conditioning.
RIBA accredited
•R
 adiant conditioning
•R
 adiant panels
•A
 ir curtains and trench heating.

Investors in People and
certificates in ISO9001

Customers hope that their key trading partners
will provide the quality they need and our ISO9001
accreditation ensures this.
We’re very proud to hold this level of accreditation
here at SPC and are committed, both as a
company and as individuals, to help provide quality
and continuous improvement that will have a
lasting impact.
The training we provide has been recognised by
our Investors in People Standard which we’ve
held since 1999.

SPC House
Evington Valley Road
Leicester
LE5 5LU
T: 0116 249 0044
E: spc@spc-hvac.co.uk
spc-hvac.co.uk
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